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Preface and mode of operation
Congratulations.
You have bought a high-value article of Erzgebirge wooden folklore. It shows a number of
peculiarities and provides a wide variety of uses.
Please spend a moment to read these operating instructions so you can correctly operate
your music box.
This box shows a Bluetooth interface so you can connect it to all Bluetooth-compatible
equipment. The software just supports PCs equipped with Windows.
In addition, this box can be used the conventional way even if it is completely electronic
and battery-powered.
Most important features:
-

You can store up to 25 hours of music at the box.
You may choose to play single numbers, or the list of tunes (containing all tunes
saved on your box – from here: LT), or lists of user’s numbers (containing tunes
saved by the user, which may include tunes from the LT – from here: LUT).
You may set pauses between tunes or LUTs.
Volume control is infinitely variable.
The box is equipped with real time function.
You may set an hour signal.
You may set warning signals (to sound once or repeatedly).
You may set the rotating speed of the platform of figurines.
There is a warning signal when the battery is low.

The platforms of figurines can, due to a novel way of fixing them, easily be exchanged. To
give you an idea of what advantage this means: The figurines may well be adapted to the
season of the year, or the day of a wedding party, or a birthday, or whatever.
On www.mueller.com we offer a choice of standard tunes for you to download.
Should you wish to install a tune of your preference, please do not hesitate to turn to our
stockist or directly to ourselves.
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A
How to put the box to
operation/ How to change the battery
Open the battery compartment by means of a four-way screwdriver.
Bottom of music box:

Volume control
battery compartment
(storage battery CR 1225)
battery compartment
Put in the four AA Mignon alcaline batteries contained in the scope of delivery. Make sure
you follow the signs indicating polarity. Shut the compartment. While shutting the
compartment, do not fold or jam the cable. The plug should be firmly pressed into the
battery holder.
Note: Due to their low voltage, no accumulators should be used.
Battery life time depends on how long the music box has been in use, how often it has
been played, and how often/long Bluetooth links have been applied. Generally, the
battery will last about three months. If the battery is low, a sign saying BATTERY is seen
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when the box is switched on. In that case, exchange the battery according to the
specifications given above.
Used-up batteries should be disposed via our stockist.
Furthermore, as our music box is equipped with real time function, the button cell
providing the quartz with power should be exchanged after a maximum of three years.
The button cell is not subject to any automatic control. Its voltage falling below the
necessary minimum, all displays with regard to time, date and alarm signals will be
deleted, which does not concern the music saved.
Please exchange the button cell (CR 1225, lithium 3V) as shown in the picture above.
We deliver the box with these settings (which you may change):
General:
- Number of (engine) revolutions: 80
- Pause when a tune has been fully played: 5 s
- Pause when a LUT has been fully played: 5 s
- The LUT set by the producer to play first is LUT no. 1
- Keep tune in mind: 
- Play all of tune: Warning signals
- Full hour: -

1st tune of LT

- Alarm clock: -

1st tune of LT

- Alarm signal (reminding signal): -

1st tune of LT

Signals (cannot be varied)
- Activate Bluetooth:

ON is heard

- Bluetooth connected:

BLUETOOTH ACTIVE is heard

- Deactivate Bluetooth:

OFF is heard

- low battery:

BATTERY is heard

Date and time are real.
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B

How to operate the box

Operation is in line with what you know of a conventional music box.
Pull the lateral sliding button out to start playing a tune. At the same time, this operation
will start the platform of figurines rotating.
Push the sliding button in to stop both replaying and the platform rotating.
Note: Push the sliding button in no further than the box stops.
Lateral view of box:

OFF
Push lever in – Bluetooth is ON

Pull lever out – box is ON

Due to the initial setting, interrupted replay will start from the beginning when the sliding
button is pulled out. You can change this setting – see instructions in the chapter on How
to program the box...
Pushing the sliding button beyond the pressure point and pressing it for 3 seconds will start
the Bluetooth connection. An acoustic signal will indicate this – see in greater detail in the
chapter on How to program the box ... Should you take longer than two minutes to
establish a Bluetooth connection or should you hesitate to pull the sliding button out as far
as possible, Bluetooth will be automatically deactivated (a signal sounds).
You can control the replay volume by means of the wooden knob beside the loudspeaker
cover. Volume control is infinitely variable. Controlling is possible while music is being
replayed. You will achieve best-quality sound placing your music box on massive wood.
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Please make sure there are no blankets or textile materials below your box since they will
cause a negative effect.

Wooden knob for
volume contol

Our novel way of fixing the platform of figurines is based on guide pins and permanent
magnets.
It allows you to exchange platforms of the same type at any time. To this end, hold the
body of the box with one hand and with the other one, press the platform diagonally
upwards, putting your fingertips in between box body and platform.
How to take down the platform:

platform
body of box
Put your fingertips in between the body of the box and the platform
and press the platform upwards.
Caution: While taking down the platform, do not touch the figurines or they may suffer
damage.
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To reinstall the platform, position it above the guide pins and lower it cautiously so it
touches the magnets.
Platform bottom

Platform take in

drilling
guide pins
magnet
The guide pins need to enter the drillings so the magnets meet.
Do not hold your music box by the platform alone or else the body of the box may fall
down.
Note: As we use permanent magnets, you should keep electronic recordings or tapes away
from your box or its exchangeable platform.
What else you can do to change settings or numbers recorded on your box requires a PC. –
See the relevant chapters below.
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C
How to program your box by
means of computer
1

Bluetooth connections

You will need a Bluetooth-compatible PC and the Mueller BT sound-electronic software.
To update the software, please visit the download section of www.mueller.com
Install the software, following the instructions your monitor will show you.
Place your music box close to your computer (no more than 1 m away). Open your
Bluetooth program to search for NEW EQUIPMENT (NEUE HARDWARE).
Instructions on your monitor will guide you. Make sure that prior to all this, you have
activated the Bluetooth function of your box (push the slide button to its final position and
wait for about three seconds to hear a signal.
After that, your box allows you two minutes to connect the computer). As soon as the
computer recognizes your operation, the box will appear on your monitor on Mueller BT
Sound. Click on it and follow the instructions given by the software.

Should your computer require a main key, you simply enter 0000.
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The software will continue guiding you.
Having installed the driver software, a window will generally appear showing you the COM
ports now available.
Please keep in mind the right route (e.g. COM28) and close the program.

Now, should the COM ports mentioned above not appear on your monitor, you can easily
find them in the Bluetooth software of your computer. You simply follow the instructions
given by the software.
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Next, open the sound-electronic Mueller BT software. Choose the COM port of the step
above and click on CONNECT (VERBINDEN).

You will be asked a password. Enter 0000. You now have access to all music box settings
and tunes.
Note: Prior to stopping the connection and after changing any settings, transfer them to
the music box hardware (except for tunes). To this end, click on WRITE (SCHREIBEN):

2.

Changing time and password

If you wish so, you can now change time and password. Follow the instructions your
monitor will show you.
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3.

Tunes and LUTs

In the centre of the window you have opened you will see a table informing of the tunes
saved on your music box, which may be LUTs. In addition, you will be informed of free
storage capacity.
Clicking on any of these tunes, use the right mouse key to learn what else you can do.

LUT no. 1 is pre-defined by the producer and comes with all tunes on the LT.
The table will show you how long the list is (e.g. 5 = 5 tunes).

All LUTs may be re-named at any time. To this end, click on the colour line below the
table column and enter the name you wish (no more than 13 characters). Then, click on
ENTER.
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To check what an LUT contains, click on it and shift to the EDITOR mode within the table
of LUTs. You will be shown all tunes contained. Via the right mouse key, these can be fully
or partially (3 seconds) played, or deleted.
Note: Deleting a tune from the LT (see table, left-hand side) means it is automatically
deleted from the LUT. Adding a tune to the LT, however, does not mean it is automatically
added to the LUT.
To put a tune added in the LUT, click on it in the LT and by means of the left mouse key,
transfer it via drag’n’drop to the LUT editor.
For a variant, use the sub-menu which opens when you press the right mouse key.
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Automatically, tunes added are placed in the first free position in the LT. Re-arranging the
list of tunes is possible via drag’n’drop.
Note: Re-arrangement within the LT becomes effective as soon as you click on the
button.
The same is availabe via HARDWARE – MENU.

4.

How to draw up an LUT

It is quite easy to sort tunes.
You can establish up to 127 LUTs, each of them can contain as much tunes as you like.
Drag the tunes to the right table column and place them behind the relevant number of
the LUT.
Should you have any preferences, you are free to put them in your LUT several times so
you can frequently listen to them.
Re-naming an LUT as well as further functions have been explained above.

5.

Tunes from file

You may use this function to adapt your music box to your particular wishes.
On www.mueller.com you will find a range of standard tunes. Download them via your web
browser and save them on your hard disk (e.g. on OWN MUSIC/MUSIC BOX/EIGENE
MUSIK/SPIELDOSE).
These tunes can be added to the music box storage via the button TUNE FROM FILE
(MELODIE AUS DATEI). This requires Bluetooth so it may take a while.
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A sign on the left of the monitor informs of how the job progresses.

Note: While this is going on, hold on to your Bluetooth connection.

6.

How to download a tune

You may make non-standard tunes into the *.song format. However, this will not be for
free.
You simply contact our stockist or directly ourselves. We will configurate the tune you wish
so you will have it available to download. To this end, you click on the button DOWNLOAD
TUNE (MELODIE HERUNTERLADEN) and enter the eight-digit ticket ID which you will receive
from us after configuration.
You may save the tune in any place, e.g. OWN
MUSIK/SPIELDOSE).

MUSIC/MUSIC BOX (EIGENE

Note: Make sure there is sufficient free storage space on your music box or otherwise, the
tune cannot be transferred. Should you need to make storage space free, we recommend
saving the setting. Chapter 9 (The menu line) will tell you more.

7.

Warning signals

You can control the hour signal as well as alarm clock signals and repeatedly sounding
warning signals.
Any warning signal may be a tune, even in the shape of an LUT.
For better convenience, the hour signal will sound from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., not at night.
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8.

General settings

This register serves to set pauses, e.g. after each tune or each LUT. Pauses will be
infinitely variable.
A tick in TUNE (MELODIE) means the next tune will be played when you switch your box on,
given the preceding tune was fully played.

No tick means the box will start playing from the first tune.
In addition, you can set whether your box stops immediately after switching it off (sliding
button) or whether it plays the tune in question in full.
Here you can also set the rotation of the platform of figurines, speed ranging from a
maximum of 100 down to a minimum of 25.
Conventionally, music boxes rotate at a value of 80.
If you want to play your own playlist you need to take the tick out of the box “Aufsätze
erkennen”. Otherwise the music box will always play the music that belongs to the
platform.

9.

The menu line

The menu helps to save the tunes and settings on your computer or respectively, to copy
them from the computer back to the box.
In addition, you can reset your music box to the producer’s settings.
When using these functions, do not forget to save a data backup.
If your storage capacity is fully taken, loading times of up to 15 minutes may occur, which
is due to the copying path and the amount of data.
Via MENU/FILE (MENÜ/DATEI) you can easily save all of your data.
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Via MENU/SETTINGS (MENÜ/EINSTELLUNGEN) you can save the software-related settings.

In MENU/HARDWARE, you will find READ (LESEN) and WRITE (SCHREIBEN), which refer to
these:

Via MENU/PRODUCER’S SETTINGS (MENÜ/WERKSEINSTELLUNGEN) you can reset the
hardware.
Note: Using this function will format the hardware and reset it to its original state. At the
same time, all your own settings and tunes will be deleted.
You should save a data backup via MENU
your own tunes.

(see above) so at the least, you can save

Formatting the hardware may take some time.

10.

How to update the software and firmware

Both software and hardware are subject to updating and/or to more than the original
functions being added.
Consequently, do not forget to regularly visit www.mueller.com to search for updates.
Updating is easily done via installer and does not require any saving.
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Note: Prior to installing any updates, do not forget to delete the preceding software
version. Use UNINSTALL (DEINSTALLIEREN) in MENU/PROGRAMS/MUELLER BT-SOUND.

The hardware of the electronic sound can only be updated via firmware update.
Should you feel unsure whether updating makes good sense, please contact us.
We will require the serial number of your box.
Connecting your box, you will find the number in the software.

Download the updated firmware from our website and save it on your desktop.
Then, click on

and choose the firmware only just saved.

Answer the query that then follows.
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Note: Prior to firmware update, make sure the batteries can supply at least 5.0 V. Keep
your music box connected with your computer and do not use the computer for any other
jobs.
This will result in a smooth firmware update. Should the update fail, this may mean your
music box does not work anymore. In that case, please contact our stockist or directly
ourselves.
Firmware update may take some time and may delete both settings and tunes.
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Imprint

All trademarks involved are the owners’ property. Users accept owners’ unlimited rights.
Produced by
Kleinkunst aus dem Erzgebirge Müller GmbH
Hauptstr. 132
D-09548 Kurort Seiffen
Tel. +49 (0) 37362/ 87-0
www.mueller.com

Software:
Technische Universität Chemnitz
Fakultät für Informatik
Professur Technische Informatik
D-09107 Chemnitz
www.tu-chemnitz.de/informatik/CE/

Communication Technologie:
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. - Bellevue, Washington
500 108th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
www.bluetooth.org

Kindly supported by:

and
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T

Recommendations

Your music box can do more for you. Just look at these additional uses:
-

You
You
You
You
You
You
You

can make your own recordings of music.
can play any tune as far as copyright allows so.
can record speech, messages a.s.o.
can record love poems.
can record stories, fairy tales a.s.o.
can record the tunes for early calls, hour signals, warning signals.
can record signature tunes.

In addition, take advantage of these:
- Use the rotating platform to present your goods, to repeatedly play advertising text or
music.
- Change the rotating platform according to the seasons of the year.
- Enjoy your children with good-night stories or music.
- Tell your children fairy tales, changing the rotating platform accordingly.
- Record invitations or messages of private character.
- Make the box a very special gift.
A new platform of figurines or a change to your tunes will make you look at your music box
as something new. And how easy these changes are to accomplish!

We see it as something very special. Owning an article of such excellent design and
quality, you will raise your friends’ envy.
With a smile, invite them to enjoy the music together with you.
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